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ABSTRACT 
If a partitioned matrix X is close enough to being block diagonal it is proved that 
X is similar to a block diagonal matrix whose blocks can be localized in a matrix 
space. Part of the proof provides a quadratically convergent algorithm for performing 
the block diagonalization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to establish a “block GerSgorin” theorem-that 
a suitable partitioned matrix is similar to a block-diagonal matrix, each of 
whose diagonal blocks lies in a certain neighborhood of the corresponding 
block of the original matrix. This result is more in the nature of a generaliza- 
tion of scalar eigenvalue location theorems than is the well-known theorem 
of [2]. On the other hand, restrictions here are far more severe. In the 
process of proving the theorem, a quadratically convergent method is 
specified for performing block diagonalization. This is an outgrowth of 
previous work involving continuous canonical forms [8]. 
As we shall be dealing with equations of the form 
BX-XC= G, (I) 
where B is m X m, C is n X n, and X is an unknown m X n matrix, it will be 
convenient to define the transformation of X into vecX. If X has columns 
x,,x,,...,x,, each mX 1, then vecX is the nmX 1 column (x,‘xz,. . ,,x,,‘)‘. 
With this notation, the equation (1) above may be written as 
(ZXB-CTXZ)vecX=vecG, (I’) 
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in which x denotes the Kronecker product and the identity matrices are of 
appropriate size. It is known that Eq. (1’) h as a unique solution if and only if 
B and C have no eigenvalue in common [7]. 
It will also be convenient to define the norm 
/IvecX/I = jlXIll=max 2 lx+l:j=l,...,n . ( i=l I 
Now let A be an nrn X nm matrix partitioned into m2 square blocks A,,, each 
of order n. The norm of A subordinate to the above vector norm is given by 
IIAlll,m =m= 2 ]]Aii]],:i=l,2 ,..., m . 
j=l 
(Here ]]Aii]]r denotes the usual l-norm for a matrix.) The verification of this 
formula is straightforward. We shall also use this norm in the more general 
case where the submatrices Aii are of dimensions ni X nj. When not dele- 
terious to the argument, the subscripts on norms will be suppressed. 
2. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION 
Before stating the main lemma, we illustrate the basic step to be used in 
the similarity transformations. This step is essentially the generalization of a 
device of Jahn [4, 11. 
Let X = [Xi,] be a square matrix partitioned so that m2 submatrices Xii are 
of orders q X ni, and assume that the diagonal blocks have disjoint spectra. 
Decompose X into the sum of two partitioned matrices: D = X,,$ 
X2,@ * * * @X,,, and K, which has zero blocks on the diagonal. We shall 
assume that K is “small” in a sense to be made precise later. Throughout, m 
is supposed to be at least 2. 
We seek a matrix Q = [ Qii] partitioned like X for which (I + Q)- ‘X (I + 
Q) is more nearly block-diagonal than X. We write 
X(Z+Q)=(I+Q)(D+L), 
solve for L, and then form 
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The off-diagonal blocks of “first order” are eliminated by requiring that 
DQ - QD + K be block-diagonal. That is 
or 
Xii Qii - QiiXii + Xii = 0 
for i # i. The indicated inverse exists, as we have assumed that the diagonal 
blocks of X have disjoint spectra. The diagonal blocks of Q may be chosen to 
be zero matrices. If Z+ Q does indeed have an inverse, the result of the 
similarity transformation is 
The points to be settled are: 
(1) whether Z+ Q is nonsingular, 
(2) whether the transformed matrix is more nearly block-diagonal than X, 
and 
(3) whether the process may be continued. 
To answer these, first let 
a=max( ~~(X,TXZ-ZXXi~)-lll,,,:ifi). 
Then IIQiilll < allXiilll and IIQII1,oo <aIlK II1 m. If this latter is less than 1, 
Z+ Q is certainly nonsingular. 
Now decompose 
X,=(Z+Q)-'X(Z+Q)=D,+K,, 
where D, is the direct sum of the diagonal blocks of Xi. Evidently, from (2), 
we have 
IID,-WI G II(Z+Q)-lKQII, 
II&II ( ll(Z+ Q)-lKQII. (5) 
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By standard arguments, one finds that 
11(z+ Q)_lKQII < ‘y”i,‘;,” < ww 
l-~ll~ll . 
Hence I/K, /I < Jj K 11 if u 11 K II< &, and the transformed matrix is more nearly 
block-diagonal than the original. 
The procedure may be repeated if the spectra of the blocks on the 
diagonal of X, are disjoint. Let us temporarily designate A = D, - D = A,, G3 
Ass@. . + $A,,. The number ur which measures the separation of the 
spectra of the blocks of D, is the maximum for i # j of the (Loo) norms of 
Using the bound 
and a routine, but typographically complicated, argument, we arrive at the 
inequality 
(7) 
From here, one may decide whether the process may be repeated once more. 
Having established the basic operations and bounds, we argue conver- 
gence in the following. 
LEMMA . Let X = [Xii] be a partitioned matrix with Xii of dimensions 
ni x ni. Set X = D + K, where D is the direct sum of the diagonal blocks of X, 
and define u as in Eq. (3). Zf ~llKll~,~<P=(fi -1)/2, there exists a 
nonsingular matrix R for which 
R-‘XR=B,@B,CI+ @B rnt 
where Bk is nk X n,. 
Proof, Let X,= X and ua= u. Define the following sequences of 
matrices, all partitioned like X: 
(a) D, and K, contain the on- and off-diagonal blocks of X,, respectively. 
(b) Q,, has zero blocks on the diagonal and satisfies 
D,,Q,,- Q,,Dn+K,,=O. 
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64 x,+1 = (I+ Q,J’W+ On) 
The contention is that, when u]] K I] < p, all operations involved in the 
sequence are possible, that K, tends to the zero matrix, and that the infinite 
product flc=aZ + Qn converges to a nonsingular matrix R. In order to 
establish these points, we define three numerical sequences by the relations 
sa=lJ, k,= IlW> 40= aIlK IL 
k - n+1= k qn “l-q, ’ 
1 - qn 
s n+1=%l 
1-qn-2q,2 ’ 
q”+l=kn+A+l= q,” 
1-q,-2q,2 a 
From the bounds developed before the lemma, it is clear that ]I K,ll 
< knt IlQnll < qn,s G sn. 
First, if q. < /3, the positive solution of x = f (x) E x2/( 1 - x - 2x2), then q, 
descends monotonically to zero. For the q,, are successive approximations, 
under functional iteration, to the zero root of x =f(~). (See [3], p. 89.) Since 
f’(0) = 0, the convergence of the q,, to 0 is quadratic. 
Second. since 
S n+l _ l-q, 
% l-9,-29,2 
= 1+2q,+1> 
we have 
n+l 
S n+l =so II (1+2qJ. 
1 
Because of the quadratic convergence of the qk to zero, the infinite product 
flF(l+ 2qk) converges. Hence the s,, are bounded and monotonically increas- 
ing, if qo< p. 
Third, with q. < p, the k,, descend monotonically to zero, for 
k n+l 
qn <l 
k,=- I - %I 
It is clear now that each matrix Qn can be found (since the u, are 
bounded), that Z+ Q, is invertible, and that X,, approaches a block-diagonal 
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matrix-all provided that u/I K II< ,8. 
Finally, we define the matrix R by 
R= ii Z+Qk. 
k-0 
Since the product II(l + qk) converges, the matrix product converges in 
norm, and R exists. All the factors are invertible, and also 
This quantity is less than 1 for N large enough. Thus, the tail of the infinite 
product is a matrix close enough to the identity to be invertible. W 
Evidently, if q. is small enough, N may be taken to be 0 in the last line of 
the proof. Numerical experiment has produced the number LY =0.342991 as a 
safe bound for this to be true. 
COROLLARY. Zf q. < a, then also 
IIR-Zl(<l. 
NOTE. The object of this lemma is to treat the partitioned matrix X as a 
perturbation of the block-diagonal matrix D, and the matrix R as a perturba- 
tion of the identity matrix. But for the specification of the orders of the 
blocks B,, the lemma would be a consequence of the Jordan canonical form. 
3. THE BLOCK GERSGORIN THEOREM 
The proof of the lemma provides information necessary to establish an 
apriori bound on jJ ZSi - X, 11, thus providing a “hyper-eigenvalue” location 
theorem. 
THEOREM. Let X= [X,,], where Xii is ni X nj. Zf aIll< 11 < j3, there exists a 
matrix 
B=B,@B,@*.. @B, 
similar to X for which 
Proof. The conditions of the lemma are met, so the sequence of matrices 
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X,, similar to X0= X exists. Designate B to be the block-diagonal limit of this 
sequence. 
From the definition of the (1, co) norm, it is clear that 
llBi-xiilll G lIB-DOII~,~~ 
With a telescoping series, we find 
IIB-w5 ll~n+,-~nll~ 
0 
But, in the proof of the lemma, it was shown that 
llQl+,- *“II G lItI+ Qn)-kQ,II G +$- =k+l. ” 
(8) 
Moreover, this latter relation between k,, and k, + 1 and the monotonicity of 
the qn allow us to bound 
k,,=ko&-& < k,,( $!$ 
n 90 
Thus, the series in (8) is bounded by a geometric series, and the final 
inequality is 
which translates easily into the inequality of the theorem. n 
REMARKS. 
1. If X is partitioned so that some ni = 1, the bound of the theorem 
locates an eigenvalue in the complex plane. The location can be improved by 
performing one or more similarity transformations as described in the lemma, 
and then applying the bound of the theorem. 
2. The requirement that o(]K I] < p is very severe. On the other hand, the 
spectra of the Xii must be separated in order to 
the block-diagonal form; and the spectra must be 
useful second-order bound. In [S] and [6], some 
for eigenvalues are derived. 
4. EXAMPLE 
Consider the following matrix: 
0 1 0 
guarantee the existence of 
well separated to achieve a 
optimal first-order bounds 
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If this is partitioned with n, = 1, n,=2, one easily finds o = 21/199 and 
(1 K /I = 1. Consequently, X has an eigenvalue within 21/157 (approximately 
0.134) of 0. If the partitioning is made with n, = n2 = n3 = 1, then u = l/ 10, 
l/K II=2, and one concludes that an eigenvalue lies within 2/3 of 0. The 
GerSgorin disk centered at 0 has radius 1, and the larger oval of Cassini 
containing the origin cuts the real axes at 5- V??? and 5 - a (approxi- 
mately -0.196 and +0.204). 
If the procedure of the lemma is applied once (with n1 = 1, ns = 2) the 
resulting matrix, similar to X, is 
I 
- 0.09949502 - 0.00999950 090049998 
Xi = - 0.00999950 10.09949752 0.99502512 
0.00049998 1.00005025 19.99999749 
For this matrix, u = 0.10342938 and III< II = 0.01049948. Hence, an eigenvalue 
of X lies in the circle of center - 0.09949502 and radius 1.143 X 10P5. 
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